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The charge distribution in atoms with closed electron shells is spherically
symmetric, whereas atoms with partially filled shells can form covalent bonds
with pointed lobes of increased charge density. Covalent bonding in the bulk
can also affect surface atoms, leading to four tiny humps spaced by less than
100 picometers in the charge density of adatoms on a (001) tungsten surface.
We imaged these charge distributions by means of atomic force microscopy
with the use of a light-atom probe (a graphite atom), which directly measured
high-order force derivatives of its interaction with a tungsten tip. This process
revealed features with a lateral distance of only 77 picometers.

In covalently bound materials, the charge
distribution of surface atoms reflects the
bonding to the neighbor atoms. Elementary
solid state theory predicates that metal bonds
are nondirectional and that each metal atom is
surrounded by a spherical charge distribution.
This simple picture is fairly correct for alkali
metals, but it fails for transition metals with
partially occupied d shells (1–3). Pauling (1)
pointed out that transition metals develop
covalent bonding involving hybrid orbitals
composed of s, p, and d states. For example,
lobes of increased local charge density are
present between bulk atoms of a tungsten (W)
crystal, as well as on surface atoms. Calcula-
tions show that the top layer of a (001) sur-
face of body-centered cubic (bcc) W exhibits
a square arrangement of four lobes with in-
creased charge density within a diameter of
�100 pm (4, 5) (Fig. 1A).

Real-space studies of such charge distri-
butions are in principle possible by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) (6) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) (7). However, STM
only probes a subset of the electrons sur-
rounding atoms: the most loosely bound elec-
trons with an energy at the Fermi level EF.
Usually, these electrons are less confined in
space than the more strongly bonded elec-
trons (8). By contrast, AFM can potentially
resolve the charge density variations within a
single atom because, as Feynman has noted
(9), the forces in molecules and thus the
forces between an AFM tip and sample are
the electrostatic forces that all charges dis-
tributed over the tip and the sample atoms
exert on each other.

The observation of the local charge
maxima in W surface atoms requires a mi-
croscope with a lateral resolution exceed-
ing 1 Å (100 pm). Is it possible to resolve

these extremely localized charge distribu-
tions? We used three experimental charac-
teristics to achieve this objective: (i) a
light-atom probe, because probe microsco-
py involves a convolution of a probe atom
with the sample atom, and the probe atom
should be as small as possible; (ii) a new
differential technique with utmost sensitiv-
ity to local force variations (10); and (iii) a
microscope operating at liquid helium tem-
perature, which minimized thermal atomic
vibrations and enabled low-bandwidth and
correspondingly low-noise measurements.

The basis of the AFM is a cantilever
beam with a sharp tip at its end. The force
Fts that acts between the tip and the sample
maps out an image. Figure 1A represents
the front section of an AFM/STM tip near a
sample surface. The bottom section shows
a W adatom on a W (001) surface. The four
red lobes indicate local maxima in the total
charge density (4, 5). The charge densities
at EF expose only a single lobe perpendic-
ular to the surface for the W (001) surface
(4) as well as for a W5 cluster with similar
atomic arrangements (11). For both cases,

the charge density at EF does not show the
four-leaf-clover symmetry of the total
charge density. The white spheres on the
top represent C atoms in a graphite surface
with a 2pz orbital (pink). Because of the
sharp decrease of tunneling probability
with increasing distance, the tunneling cur-
rent is spatially confined to the front atom.

The force between an AFM tip and a
sample is a sum of pairwise interaction
forces of all tip and sample atoms, and the
contribution of the front atom to its next
sample atom is often only a small part of
the total force. The isolation of the front
atom’s force contribution from the forces
of other atoms requires refined methods
[see section III C in (12)]. Here, we directly
measure higher gradients of Fts. The elec-
trostatic force between two charges at dis-
tance r varies as 1/r2, and the nth derivative
of the electrostatic force with respect to r
varies as 1/r2�n. Hence, the force between
two charges reduces to one-fourth when
doubling the distance, but the nth deriva-
tive of the force with respect to z is 1/22�n

times as small. Therefore, higher force de-
rivatives mainly originate from the tip’s
front atom and the sample atom closest to
it. Mapping the crisp spatial variations of
higher force derivatives would offer en-
hanced resolution for AFM. Higher force
derivatives couple directly to higher har-
monic cantilever oscillations and are con-
veniently observable with the force-sensing
scheme described below.

Most AFMs do not measure the tip-
sample force directly. In frequency-modu-
lation AFM (FM-AFM), a cantilever with
an eigenfrequency f0 is driven into an os-
cillation with a constant amplitude A by
supplying positive feedback to an actuator
that holds the cantilever. When the cantile-
ver is far from the sample, its deflection is
q�(t) � Acos(2�f0t). When the distance be-
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Fig. 1. (A) Front section of an idealized tungsten AFM/STM tip with part of a graphite sample on
top. The tip consists of bulk W (001) with a bcc crystal structure. In this structure, one atom in the
center of a cube is surrounded by eight atoms in the corners of the cube. The front atom of the
tip corresponds to an adatom on W (001). The adatom has four local minima in the charge density
(4, 5). (B) Weight functions w�f and w2 to w5 (13). The frequency shift is given by a convolution
of w�f with the derivative of Fts with respect to z, and the nth harmonic an is given by a convolution
of wn with the nth derivative of Fts with respect to z (13) (Eq. 1).
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tween cantilever and sample is small
enough for Fts to become noticeable, the
frequency changes to f � f0 � �f (13). In
addition to a shift in frequency, Fts causes
harmonic frequency components in the can-
tilever deflection q�(t) � �n�0

�

ancos(n2�ft). The wealth of information
contained in the amplitudes of the higher
harmonics an was identified in a visionary
paper by Dürig (14), who proposed to re-
construct Fts for the distance range covered
by the oscillating cantilever by analyzing
the set of an. Here, we focus on an addi-
tional useful aspect of higher harmonics:
direct coupling to higher derivatives of Fts

and thus markedly increased sensitivity to
the short-range contributions of Fts. Dürig
found that the amplitudes of the nth har-
monics an can be computed by convoluting
Fts in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of
order n. It can be shown by integration by
parts that an can also be expressed as a
convolution of the nth derivative of Fts with
respect to z with a bell-shaped weight
function (13):

an �
2

�k

1

1 	 n2

An

1 � 3 � ... � 
2n 	 1)

�
� 1

1
dnFts 
 z � Au�

dzn 
1 � u2)n 	 1/2du (1)

The weight functions w�f(u) � (1 	 u2)1/2

and wn(u) � (1 	 u2)n	1/2 are plotted in
Fig. 1B. For amplitudes that are large with
respect to the range of Fts, the higher har-

monics are essentially proportional to �f
(15). When the amplitudes can be reduced
to the small values of chemical short-range
forces, the higher harmonics an are propor-
tional to the higher force gradients that
provide enhanced resolution (13). In con-
trast to traditional FM-AFM, the funda-
mental amplitude a1 � A in our setup is on
the order of the interaction range. Thus, the
higher harmonics contain useful information.

We used an ultrahigh vacuum AFM/
STM that operates at a base pressure of
10	8 Pa and is closely coupled to a liquid
He bath at 4.2 K, resulting in an operating
temperature of 4.9 K (16). Operation in an
ultrahigh vacuum is required to obtain
clean and atomically well-defined tips and
samples, and the operation at low temper-
ature also minimizes the thermal motion of
tip and sample atoms (17). Constant height
operation facilitates the interpretation of
simultaneously acquired physical parame-
ters such as tunneling current and higher
harmonic amplitudes. Because of the low
scanning speed, the signals can be recorded
at a small bandwidth and at a correspond-
ingly good signal-to-noise ratio.

The direct approach to measure inner-
atomic charge distributions in tungsten is to
probe a W (001) surface. However, the map-
ping of one atom with another atom involves
a convolution of the electronic states of tip
and sample atoms. Therefore, the charge dis-
tribution of the tip atom should be highly
confined to prevent image blurring. Thus, the

probing atom needs to be small. This require-
ment rules out the use of standard tip mate-
rials such as silicon, tungsten, or iridium.

Because of its small atomic size, we
chose carbon as our probing atom. Highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite provides well-
defined atomic carbon states, and the layers
are extremely stiff in the lateral directions
and moderately stiff vertically (18). There-
fore, the tip and sample switched roles in
our experiment, and we used graphite to
image a polycrystalline tungsten tip.
Graphite has a hexagonal surface lattice
with a lattice constant of 246 pm and a
basis consisting of two atoms. The � sur-
face atom has a direct neighbor in the
graphite layer underneath and is invisible to
STM for bias voltages on the order of 100
mV because the electron density at EF is
small at the � site. The electrons at EF are
spatially confined at the  atoms with a 2pz

symmetry (19). The reciprocity principle of
scanning probe microscopy [p. 88 in (20)]
states that the images are a convolution
between the tip and sample atoms and can
be viewed equivalently as either an image
of N sample atoms probed with one tip
atom or N images of one tip atom probed by
one out of N sample atoms (N � 6 in Fig.
2). Thus, probing a surface consisting of
small atoms with a tip that has a big front
atom corresponds to profiling a bed of N
nails with a finger: If one were to analyze
the measured profile, one would find N
profiles of that same finger.

In the experiment, the graphite sample
was freshly cleaved before it was brought
into the vacuum. The W tip was sharpened
by electrochemical etching (3 V dc) and
cleaned in situ by field emission. The tip
was mounted on a qPlus force sensor (21)
to oscillate it and measure the higher har-
monics of its periodic deflection. Separate
electrodes for tunneling current and deflec-
tion signal allowed a simultaneous mea-
surement of the current that flowed be-
tween the C and W atoms and the force
interactions between them. The sensor had
a spring constant of k � 1.8 kN/m, an
eigenfrequency of f0 � 18,076.5 Hz, and a
quality factor of Q � 20,000. The higher
harmonics were measured by feeding the
cantilever deflection into a programmable
eight-pole high-pass filter (Stanford Re-
search Systems SR650) with the lower
threshold set to 20 kHz, followed by a root
mean square–to-dc converter (22).

Three sets of data (Fig. 2, A and B, C and
D, and E and F) display parallel measure-
ments of tunneling current (left column) and
the amplitudes of the higher harmonics Vhh

(right column). In all three data sets, the
tunneling current reveals approximately
spherical images of the W electrons at EF.
The higher harmonics shown in the right
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Fig. 2. Constant height measure-
ment of tunneling current I (left col-
umn) and amplitudes of higher har-
monics Vhh (right column). Typical
acquisition time is 30 min per data
set. The W tip was biased at a volt-
age of �100 mV with respect to the
graphite sample and the fundamen-
tal oscillation amplitude was A �
300 pm. (A) Tunneling current for a
tungsten state showing twofold
symmetry in Vhh signal. Scanning
speed, 1.25 nm/s. (B) Vhh signal, si-
multaneously recorded with (A). (C)
Tunneling current for a tungsten
state showing threefold symmetry
in the Vhh signal. Scanning speed,
200 pm/s. (D) Vhh signal, simulta-
neously recorded with (C). (E) Tun-
neling current for a tungsten state
showing fourfold symmetry in the
Vhh signal. Scanning speed, 200 pm/
s. (F) Vhh signal, simultaneously re-
corded with (E). The Vhh signal
shows a four-leaf clover, centered
close to the maximum of the cur-
rent image (gray crosses) (Fig. 4).
The symmetry of the Vhh signals in
the right column points to the bond-
ing symmetry of the W tip atom, as
shown in Fig. 3.
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column show much finer details, pointing to a
dependence of Vhh on the bonding geometry
of the W tip atom (23). Between the three
data sets, tip changes were induced by mild
collisions or by field emission until stable
imaging occurred again. We thus conclude
that for a tungsten tip, several stable config-
urations are possible in which the W atoms
neighboring the front atom occupy high-sym-
metry positions. Because the electronic struc-
ture of an adatom on a W (001) surface
reflects its bonding symmetry, we assume
that the charge density of adatoms on other
high-symmetry surface orientations also re-
flects the bonding symmetry of the bulk (24).
The Wigner-Seitz unit cell of a lattice reflects
its complete symmetry. Figure 3 shows the
Wigner-Seitz cell of bcc tungsten from three
angles. Figure 3A is a view parallel to a �110�
crystal direction, showing a twofold symme-
try, Fig. 3B is a view along a �111� direction
with a threefold symmetry, and Fig. 3C is a
view from a �001� orientation with a fourfold
symmetry. We propose that the W atom was
oriented as shown in Fig. 3A in the data of
Fig. 2, A and B, oriented as in Fig. 3B in Fig.
2, C and D, and oriented as in Fig. 3C in Fig.
2, E and F.

A first indication of the high-resolution
power offered by light-atom probes is appar-
ent in an experiment performed in 1987 by
Binnig (25), who found in a low-temperature
STM experiment that the presence of an STM
tip in close vicinity to a graphite sample led

to an oscillation of the tunneling current for
certain tunneling conditions (tunneling cur-
rent of 10 nA and a bias voltage of 0.6 V).
The oscillation of the current was presumably
caused by a flipping of the soft graphite
surface layer between two values, and the flip
rate was a function of the lateral position of
the tip. A map of the flip rate resulted in
images showing all carbon atoms spaced by
142 pm and additional structures depending
on the flip conditions. The large magnitude of
the higher harmonics found in our experi-
ments also points to a periodic flipping of the
graphite surface toward the tungsten tip
[atomic jump-to-contact process (26)], but
jump to contact of the complete cantilever
can be ruled out because of its stiffness.
Flipping is expected to occur when large
attractive forces between the tip and the soft
graphite layers are present (i.e., when a chem-
ical bond between W and C forms). In AFM
measurements of higher harmonics on more
rigid samples, such as Si, the magnitude of
the higher harmonics is at least one order of
magnitude smaller, indicating that flipping is
linked to the softness of graphite.

Ohnesorge and Binnig (27) have reported
sharp spikes marking the onset of attractive
interaction in AFM experiments on calcite.
Therefore, it could be speculated that the
sharp features presented in Fig. 2, B, D, and
F, could be caused by several W atoms mak-
ing contact with the graphite surface. How-
ever, such a multitip effect would also be
reflected in the simultaneously recorded im-
age of the tunneling current in Fig. 2, A, C,
and E. Because the tunneling current image
displays only a single peak, we conclude that
the structures showing in the higher harmonic
signal result from the interaction of two sin-
gle atoms. The absolute values of tunneling
current, frequency shift, and dissipation also
point to a single atom contact.

The experimental image with the greatest
spatial resolution is Fig. 2F. Figure 4 shows a
magnification of this image in which the sizes
of C atoms (radius 71 pm) and W atoms
(radius 137 pm) (28) are indicated by a full
and a dashed circle, respectively. The four
lobes corresponding to a W atom lie com-
pletely within the diameter of one W atom. In
agreement with charge density calculations at
EF (4, 11), the peak of the corresponding
STM image shown in Fig. 2E is in the center
of the four lobes of the higher harmonic

images. The distance between the two adja-
cent local minima marked by black crosses is
only 77 pm, demonstrating subangstrom res-
olution of higher harmonic AFM.

The enhancement in spatial resolution that
is possible with light-atom probes and higher
harmonic detection appears very attractive
for nano- and picoanalytics in physics, chem-
istry, biology, and materials science. In the
future, we expect that the use of tips made of
other light-atom materials, such as diamond,
beryllium, or hydrogen-terminated materials,
will enable exciting revelations on the picom-
eter-length scale.
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Electronic Transitions in Perovskite:
Possible Nonconvecting Layers

in the Lower Mantle
James Badro,1* Jean-Pascal Rueff,2 György Vankó,3

Giulio Monaco,3 Guillaume Fiquet,1 François Guyot1

We measured the spin state of iron in magnesium silicate perovskite
(Mg0.9,Fe0.1)SiO3 at high pressure and found two electronic transitions occur-
ring at 70 gigapascals and at 120 gigapascals, corresponding to partial and full
electron pairing in iron, respectively. The proportion of iron in the low spin state
thus growswith depth, increasing the transparency of themantle in the infrared
region, with a maximum at pressures consistent with the D� layer above the
core-mantle boundary. The resulting increase in radiative thermal conductivity
suggests the existence of nonconvecting layers in the lowermost mantle.

Heat can be transported in the mantle by
conduction, radiation, or convection. Con-
vection in the lower mantle is only initiated if
the other two processes fail to transfer the
heat flux produced from the secular cooling
of the core and radioactive decay through the
lower mantle, that is, if ratio of heat transport
through convection to heat transport through
conduction and radiation is high enough.
Changes in the conduction or radiation prop-
erties of lower-mantle mineral assemblages
will therefore strongly affect lower-mantle
dynamics (1–8).

Earth’s lower mantle is mainly composed
(9) of iron-bearing magnesium silicate per-
ovskite, (Mg,Fe)SiO3, which is the most
abundant phase (about 80% by volume), and
magnesiowüstite, (Mg,Fe)O. Iron in magne-
siowüstite undergoes a high-spin (HS) to
low-spin (LS) transition between 60 and 70
GPa (10). Such changes can have effects on
various properties, such as iron partitioning
(11) or partial melting (12). But, one of the
main and intrinsic characteristics of LS iron-
bearing minerals resides in the blue shift (11,
13) of iron absorption bands (the absorption
bands initially in the infrared (IR) and red
region shift to the green-blue region). Here,

we show that (Mg,Fe)SiO3, hereafter called
perovskite, undergoes two such transitions at
lower-mantle pressures. Therefore, both per-
ovskite and magnesiowüstite should become
increasingly transparent to red and IR radia-
tion at depths between the bottom third of the
mantle and the core-mantle boundary.

We probed the spin state and measured
the spin magnetic moment of iron in
(Mg0.9,Fe0.1)SiO3 perovskite from 20 to 145
GPa by using high-resolution K x-ray emis-
sion spectroscopy. The measurements were
performed on the ID16 inelastic x-ray scat-
tering beam line of the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF). The details of the
experimental setup (14) and sample prepara-
tion (15) are reported elsewhere. In order to
release stresses and to avoid any presence of
disordered or amorphous phases, we heated
the sample with a neodymium: yttrium-alu-
minum-garnet (Nd:YAG) laser operating in
TEM00 (single transverse) mode at each pres-
sure point between 30 and 120 GPa. At high-
er pressures, laser radiation did not couple
with the sample, and heating of the sample
was not possible any more.

The spectra (Fig. 1A), which have been
vertically shifted for clarity, reveal two tran-
sitions associated with a decrease of K�
peak intensity (Fig. 2A) and shifting of the
K1,3 peak to lower energy (Fig. 2B), occur-
ring around 70 GPa and 120 GPa, respective-
ly. The detailed description of the K process
is given elsewhere (10). The study of pres-
sure-induced HS-to-LS transitions in geo-
physically relevant materials (10, 16–18) has
recently been possible thanks to the sensitiv-
ity of this technique. The emission spectrum
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